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001._____ Stanley #4 1/2 jumbo jack plane, 95%+ japanning, fine rosewood tote and tall 

knob, BB logo blade, fine overall.  
002._____ Stanley #13 compass plane, R&L logo blade, 80%+ japanning, patent date in 

recessed nut, very good overall.  
003._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane, SW logo blade, tote broken in middle and glued, 

good tall knob, very good overall.  
004._____ Stanley VICTOR #1104 9-inch smooth plane, iron marked VICTOR by 

Stanley, very good tote and knob, very good overall.  
005._____ Union #110 iron block plane, complete and very good; plus an early Stanley 

#103, complete and very good overall.  
006._____ TRU-TEST 7-inch block plane MADE IN USA; plus a pressed or stamped 

steel DEFIANCE block plane, very good overall.  
007._____ Stanley GAGE No. G35 SELF-SETTING smooth plane, tote spur broken off, 

good knob, original blade, very good overall.  
008._____ Stanley #22 prelateral transitional smooth plane, nice eagle logo on toe, good 

R&L logo blade, very good overall.  
009._____ Scarce OHIO TOOL CO. #04 Mark’s Patent smooth plane with frog 

adjusting screw, very good overall.  
010._____ Union Tool Co. #22 transitional smooth plane, good original blade, very good 

overall.  
011._____ Stanley #49 tongue & groove plane, 90%+ nickel plating, fine rosewood 

knob, very good overall.  
012._____ Pair of iron jumbo jack planes: Siegley #5 1/2C with chip from left rear side, 

otherwise complete and very good; plus a Stanley BEDROCK #605 1/2 with 
good T logo blade, fine rosewood tote and knob, very good overall.  

013._____ Scarce SARGENT #38 iron dado plane, bottom 1/2 of lever cap broken off, 
depth stop locking screw MIA, good overall.  

014._____ Stanley #95 edge trimming block plane, SW logo blade, fine overall.  
015._____ Early Stanley #65 chamfer shave, with good R&L logo iron, 90%+ japanning, 

fine overall.  
016._____ Stanley #62 double bladed spoke shave with early R&L logo blades, very 

good overall condition.  
017._____ Stanley #60 double bladed spoke shave with T logo blades, 95%+ japanning, 

fine overall.  
018._____ Early Stanley #79 side rabbet with BB logo blades, 90%+ nickel plating, fine 

overall.  
019._____ Stanley #83 cabinet scraper with original roller, very good overall.  



020._____ Scarce Stanley #73 razor edge spoke shave, one cutter ear is about 1/8-inch 
shorter than the other, otherwise this one is fine.  

021._____ Stanley 4-square 10-inch screw adjusting pipe wrench, complete and very 
good overall.  

022._____ Pair of wooden levels: H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY 18-inch plumb & 
level, complete and very good; and a Stanley No. 104 14-inch with intact 
vials, stock needs refinishing.  

023._____ Four wooden spigots for barrels, all very good.  
024._____ Three wooden levels: 14-inch Keen Kutter KK13, complete and very good; 

12-inch H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY, complete and very good; and a 12-
inch Stanley #102 with hang hole in one end, otherwise very good.  

025._____ Unknown make corner brace, complete and very good overall.  
026._____ Three levels: Starrett 18-inch cast iron double plumb & level with shaft 

groove, very good; 18-inch Stanley No. 00, intact vials, good overall; and 18-
inch Stanley #104 with dry level vial, very nice stock.  

027._____ Unknown make corner brace with exposed U-joint, very good overall.  
028._____ Lot of four levels: 18-inch Stanley, both vials intact, very good; 18-inch 

Stanley No. 103, hang hole in one end, intact vial, very good; 16-inch No. 
102, complete and very good; and 12-inch No. 102, some chipping, very good 
overall.  

029._____ Pair of handsaws: 26-inch Disston D8 with fine etch and handle; and a 
Diamond Edge No. 150 with nice etch and good handle.  

030._____ Brace with integral hollow auger most likely a Goodell-Pratt make, very good.  
031._____ Pair of handsaws: early W. BUTCHER rip with die stamped blade, and 

repaired handle, very good; and a Disston D100 with 9ppi blade, nice etch 
and very good handle.  

032._____ Yankee by North Brothers No. 2100 10-inch ratchet brace, complete and fine.  
033._____ Disston D15 with eagle & Liberty Bell logo on blade and rosewood handle, 

very good overall.  
034._____ PEXTO SAMSON NO. 80108, complete and very good.  
035._____ Henry Disston & Son No. 12 with dome nuts, nice etch, handle OK but spurs 

have been shortened.  
036._____ Stanley No. 921 6-inch ratchet brace, a complete and very nice short-throw 

brace.  
037._____ Pair of Disston saws: No. 7 with 10 ppi blade, very good overall; and a D15 

with eagle and Liberty Bell etch, mild pitting on blade, good overall.  
038._____ Winchester single bit axe, complete and very good.  
039._____ Unknown make broad axe with 12 1/2-inch blade, handle need to be re-

attached with good wedge, good overall.  
040._____ WOW (Woodsmen of the World) aluminum single bit axe, complete and very 

good.  
041._____ Unknown make broad axe with 14-inch blade, some light to moderate pitting 

on blade, handle needs to be re-secured in socket, very good overall.  
042._____ Winchester single bit camp axe, very good overall.  
043._____ Wm H. WEED COHOES, NY made broad axe with nice 11 1/2-inch blade, 

needs handle re-secured, very good overall condition.  



044._____ Fine Fayette R. Plumb AUTOGRAPH single bit axe, complete and very good.  
045._____ Unmarked broad axe with 11 1/2-inch blade, complete and very good.  
046._____ L&I.J. WHITE lipped shipwright's poll adz complete and very good.  
047._____ RISTEER single bit axe, complete and very good overall.  
048._____ Lot of 7 assorted rafter or framing squares including the Keen Kutter on top.  
049._____ Three clapboard siding tools: Stanley clapboard marking gauge; measuring 

gauge; plus an unusual clapboard gage manufactured by George W. Tinsley of 
Blakesburg, Iowa (U.S. #119,200) issued Sept. 19, 1871, complete and very 
good.  

050._____ Lot of eight saw sharpening tools including sets like Leach Patent; E.C. 
Atkins; MORRILL'S; Triumph, Keen Kutter, etc.  

051._____ Interesting cooper's V croze with iron frame to support blade, nice iron wear 
ring, very good overall.  

052._____ Winchester single bit hatchet or short handle camp axe, very good overall.  
053._____ Pair of cooper's planes: nice unmarked sun plane, complete and very good; 

plus a wooden V croze, very good.  
054._____ Winchester roofing hatchet, has a few nicks and dings around edge of hammer 

poll, very good overall.  
055._____ Stanley Two-Tone iron jack plane with maroon and yellow paint, fine original 

condition.  
056._____ MORLEY HAND MADE broad hatchet, embossed logo a bit hard to read, 

very good overall.  
057._____ Stanley #10 carriagemaker's rabbet plane, good rosewood tote and tall knob, 

SW-logo blade, needs light cleaning, very good overall.  
058._____ STILETTO broad hatchet, end of handle taped, head is very nice.  
059._____ Stanley #5 1/4 junior jack plane, nice SW-logo blade, very good overall.  
060._____ L & I.J. WHITE broad hatchet, complete and very good overall.  
061._____ Sargent #711 Auto-Set junior jack plane, scuffed but intact tote, improper 

knob, blade needs resharpening, nice japanning, very good overall.  
062._____ PLUMB lathing hatchet, very good overall.  
063._____ Stanley #4 1/2 jumbo smooth plane, nice SW logo blade, nice rosewood tote 

and tall knob, very good overall.  
064._____ FAYETTE R. PLUMB broad hatchet, handle is a little loose, very good 

overall.  
065._____ Stanley BEDROCK #604C RT iron smooth plane, nice Q-logo blade, nice 

rosewood tote and short knob, complete and very good overall.  
066._____ FAYETTE R. PLUMB broad hatchet, with gold paint, partial paper label, 

probably an anniversary issue, handle is a little loose, very good overall.  
067._____ Stanley #40 scrub with nice beech tote and early-style knob, light rust on 

blade and bottom, will clean to very good overall condition.  
068._____ SIEGLEY SSS 8-inch transitional smooth plane, complete and fine.  
069._____ Sargent 8-inch transitional with early circular logo on blade, horseshoe lateral 

lever, a few cracks on bottom of stock, good overall.  
070._____ Stanley Two-Tone OH4 9-inch smooth plane, in beige and red paint, complete 

and fine.  



071._____ Unusual 9-inch wooden miter plane with REYNOLDS, BARBER & CO 
CLOVER LEAF iron, very good overall.  

072._____ A. MONTY ROXTON POND O (Ontario) 1 1/2-inch nosing plane, complete 
and very good.  

073._____ Pair OHIO TOOL No. 76, 1-inch tongue and groove planes, there is rust on 
the irons, a good cleaning will reveal a nice usable set.  

074._____ Lot of six unusual wood planes that are all similar in appearance; compass 
plane with WORCESTER MASS blade; another compass with MOULSON 
BROTHERS iron; compass with PEUGEOT FERERES iron; a nice rabbet 
with BUTCHER iron; another compass with MOULSON BROTHERS iron; 
and a thinner compass plane with NEW YORK iron.  

075._____ Lot of six wooden molding planes: S.DALPE ROXTON POND screw arm 
sash, chipped where nicker was mounted, nicker MIA, good overall: 
DEFOREST BIRMINGHAM rabbet, good; A.HOWLAND moving filletster, 
good, SANDUSKY 146 rabbet; SANDUSKY 3/16 center bead; and a fine 1 
1/2-inch nosing plane.  

076._____ Tabor? NEW BEDFORD (MASS) 9-inch miter plane, with good MOULSON 
BROTHERS iron.  

077._____ Unmarked matched pair of 1 3/4-inch hollow and round molding planes, both 
very good.  

078._____ T.J. McMASTER AUBURN NY matched set of 3/4-inch tongue & groove 
planes, both complete and fine.  

079._____ Pair of EASTERLY NY No. 18 hollow and round molding planes, both 
complete and very good.  

080._____ Pair of AUBURN TOOL CO. 7/8-inch handled tongue and groove planes, 
both have rust on the steel skate and will need a light cleaning, otherwise 
complete and very good.  

081._____ Long handled 12-inch adz with 4-inch edge, marked SP Co., very good.  
082._____ Lot of three wooden screw clamps complete with screws.  
083._____ Long handled adz with 4 1/2-inch blade, small corner chip in blade, very good 

overall.  
084._____ Lot of our drawknives including a Jas. Swan with folding and rotating 

handles, a few need cleaning.  
085._____ Long handled adz with 4 3/4-inch edge, marked SP CO on side, very good 

overall.  
086._____ Stanley #192 rabbet plane complete with BB logo blade intact depth stop, 

complete and fine.  
087._____ Nice unmarked poll adz, complete and very good.  
088._____ Stanley #40 1/2 wide body scrub plane, fine early-style knob, tote broken in 

middle and needing to be glued, nice V-logo iron, very good overall.  
089._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane with good SW logo iron, nide beech tote and knob, 

small hang hole in toe otherwise fine.  
090._____ Stanley #140 rabbeting block plane, complete but needing a good cleaning, 

very good overall.  
091._____ Stanley No. 55 Universal combination plane with four original cutter boxes 

containing 51 original blades, tower, beading stop and few blades to complete.  



092._____ Keen Kutter K23 transitional smooth plane, complete and fine.  
093._____ Keen Kutter K4 iron smooth plane, complete and very good.  
094._____ Stanley #113 compass plane, with nice T-logo blade, intact rear handle, 

complete and very good.  
095._____ Lot of four hand saws: 26-inch Atkins 8tpi; 26-inch Disston D8 with 5 1/2ppi 

blade; Geo. H. Bishop B8S 24-inch with fine etch; and 26-inch BLACK ? 
DELAWARE SAW PHILADELPHIA. 

096._____ Reising Patent (U.S. 309,876) 5-inch ratchet brace  
097._____ Lot of four hand saws: 22-inch Keen Kutter with weak etch; 26-inch Keen 

Kutter with 5 1/2ppi blade and fine etch; Atkins 26-inch 8ppi; and fine 22-
inch Henry Disston No. 7 with 10ppi blade. 

098._____ Pfleghar? Patent Patent 6-inch ratchet brace with cam disc that changes 
direction of ratchet, very good.  

099._____ B.H. & M. Co. Reising Patent (U.S. 309,876) 5-inch ratchet brace, direction 
selected by two spring-loaded pawls.  

100._____ Stanley #4 1/2 jumbo jack plane with fist-type lateral lever, fine R&L logo 
blade, fine rosewood tote and beaded knob, complete and in fine overall 
condition.  

101._____ Stanley Household Jack Plane (same size as #5 1/4) complete and in very 
good overall condition.  

102._____ Stanley #4 1/2 prelateral jumbo jack plane, very good R&L logo blade, fine 
rosewood tote and beaded knob, complete and in very good overall condition.  

103._____ Stanley #120 TYPE 2 iron block plane with 6-point star lever cap, some mild 
pitting on top of blade, very good overall.  

104._____ Stanley #10 1/2 carriage maker’s rabbet plane, knob cracked from base to top 
of screw, nice tote, later BB logo blade, very good overall.  

105._____ Scarce Stanley #18 TYPE I iron block plane, complete and in very good 
overall condition.  

106._____ Union low angle iron block plane (same size as Stanley #60) with nickel 
plated cap, original blade, fine overall.  

107._____ Stanley #203 iron block plane, like new blade has faint V logo marking, nice 
knob, very good overall.  

108._____ Lot of 6 assorted rafter or framing squares including a nice Keen Kutter, 
Stanley SW No. 100, etc.  

109._____ Unusual W.W. DATE GALTON broad axe with 11 1/2-inch blade, needs 
handle reatttached, very good overall.  

110._____ Winchester rafter or framing square, complete and very good.  
111._____ Two reprinted Sears, Roebuck and Co. Catalogs, 1908 and 1927, both in very 

good overall condition.  
112._____ Two books: 1909 Joh. Weiss & Sohn Austrian Tool Catalog reprinted in 1980 

by MWTCA, very good; and The Woodwright's Shop by Roy Underhill, 
1981, complete and very good.  

113._____ Six tool books: Sears, Roebuck & Co. Tools Machinery Blacksmith Supplies 
reprinted in 1984 by MWTCA; JOSHUA OLDHAM, Catalogue and Price 
List reprinted by EAIA 1976; Shelburne Museum Woodworking Tools 



(missing cover); Arnold & Walker Catalogues 2 & 3; and Broad Axes by 
James Douglas Gamble.  

114._____ Lot of 12 paper covered tool books and catalog reprints; Thos. Grant 
Ironmonger; Isaac Fitch of Lebanon, Connecticut, Master Joiner 1734-1791; 
Price Guide To Romance of Knife Collecting 1978 Edition; Belcher Bros. 
Boxwood & Ivory Rules; Guide to American Brace Patents 1829 - 1910 by 
Ronald W. Pearson, D.O.; Arrowmammett Works 1857 Catalogue; The 
Carpenters Slide Rule by John Rabone & Sons; Sandusky Tool Co. Catalog 
No. 25; Sandusky Tool Co. 1877 Catalog; I.B. FARRINGTON'S catalog; 
Thomas Napier The Scottish Connection by Alan Bates; and a 1907 W.F.& 
John Barnes Patent Foot and Hand Power Machiner.  

115._____ Three hardbound books: Framing House Framing, Barn Framing Roof 
Framing by Radford; Carpentry by Townsend; and Modern Carpentry - A 
Practical Manual by Fred T. Hodgson.  

116._____ Stanley #7 iron jointer plane, fine rosewood tote and low knob, V-logo blade 
has about 1/2-inch usable length remaining.  

117._____ Ohio Tool No. 07 22-inch iron jointer plane, nice Thistle Brand blade, very 
good overall.  

118._____ Early Stanley No. 7 iron jointer plane with patent date in recessed nut, R&L 
logo on blade, early style tote and beaded knob, very good overall.  

119._____ Large 14-inch PS&W drawknife, complete and fine.  
120._____ Scarce BAILEY TOOL CO. DEFIANCE compass plane with battle axe 

logo on blade, complete and very good.  
121._____ WILHELM PUTSCH K.G. (German) 12 3/4-inch drawknife with some light 

rust, will clean to very good. 
122._____ Scarce Stanley #4A aluminum smooth plane with fine SW blade, nice 

rosewood tote and tall knob, tote still has original decal on side, fine.  
123._____ D.R. BARTON 12-inch drawknife, complete and fine. 
124._____ Stanley #72 chamfer plane with L.BAILEY block plane blade, fine rosewood 

tote and knob, very good overall condition.  
125._____ Stanley #4C iron smooth plane with near perfect rosewood tote and tall knob, 

SW logo blade, fine overall condition.  
126._____ Scarce BUCKEYE 8-inch iron smooth plane NOV. 22, '04 patent date in bed, 

complete and very good.  
127._____ Lot of four wooden handled T Augers each with bit.  
128._____ V&B Vaughan & Bushnell 9-inch smooth plane with flat sides often called 

"the poor man's Bedrock" this one is complete and fine.  
129._____ Lot of 8 assorted auger bits with one stray wooden handle.  
130._____ Winchester #3204 corrugated smooth plane, nice original blade, nice 

rosewood tall knob, tote spur missing, very good overall.  
131._____ Unusual coopers topping plane, has had the side split by driving the wedge in 

too far, nice Buck Bros. iron, good overall; plus a D.R. BARTON beer keg 
chamfering knife, needs new wooden handle, the blade is fine. 

132._____ Interesting wheelwright's traveler with solid wheel and twisted handle, very 
good overall. 

133._____ F. MYERS beer keg chamfering knife, nice wooden handle, good overall. 



134._____ WILEY & RUSSELL wheelwright's traveler, complete and very good. 
135._____ Lot of four drawknives including one with rotating handles and one that looks 

homemade.  
136._____ Fine Shapleigh's 9-inch folding handle drawknife.  
137._____ Fine PAGOMA 8-inch folding handle drawknife.  
138._____ A.J. WILKINSON folding handle 8-inch drawknife, very good.  
139._____ Small D.R. BARTON beer keg chamfer knife, very good.  
140._____ Large lot of long and/or large diameter auger bits, two have threaded posts at 

the end indicating they are for T-augers; a 7/16-inch SNELL has a round 
socket at the end of the handle.  

141._____ Diamond Edge DE80 ratchet 4-inch ratchet brace, complete and fine.  
142._____ Unknown make 4-inch ratchet brace with unusual head, direction of ratchet 

changed by turing knurled ring, good overall.  
143._____ Yankee No. 2101W with plastic or composite handles, fine.  
144._____ Three hammers: the largest is a KEEN KUTTER with replaced handle; the 

two smaller ones are both D. MAYDOLL, all are very good.  
145._____ Set of Irwin auger bits in a hinged wooden box, missing the 7/16 size only, the 

rest are very good, the label on the box is mostly worn off.  
146._____ Lot: Enterprise "THE BEST" bung auger, complete and fine; a small tapered 

reamer with wooden handle; a hoop driver; and another tapered reamer with 
wooden handle.  

147._____ Three Keen Kutter claw hammers: K018B with fine original handle; one with 
red rubber handle, and chrome shaft, very good; and a K611 1/2 16-ounce 
with nice original handle, cannot make out the KK logo on the head.  

148._____ Three Keen Kutter tools: leather punch with broken spring; 7-inch scissors, 
very good; and a K646-8 cake decorating spatula looks like new old stock.  

149._____ Five Keen Kutter tools: 1910 Patent scraper; two like-new files; K93 pocket 
wrench; and a Keen Kutter paring knife.  

150._____ H.L. RICE CAST STEEL 8-inch axe head, a few chips in cutting edge that 
will need to be ground or filed out, good overall.  

151._____ PLUMB CHAMPION AXE single bit axe head, complete and very good.  
152._____ SIMMONS & CO. COHOES, NY CAST STEEL WARRANTED 12-inch 

broad axe head, very good.  
153._____ Diamond Edge 11 1/2-inch broad axe head, very good overall.  
154._____ Large mastmaker's type axe head, some light pitting, an unusual axe in any 

condition and this one is very good.  
155._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe head; and a Winchester hatchet head, very good.  
156._____ L&I.J. WHITE lipped shipwright's adz head, very good, just add your own 

handle.  
157._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe head some pitting; and an L&I.J. WHITE broad 

axe or hatchet head, very good.  
158._____ P&T FAYETTE R. PLUMB 5 3/4-inch broad hatchet or axe head, some very 

light pitting, very good.  
159._____ L&I.J. White poll adz, complete and in fine overall condition. 
160._____ Pair of Millers Falls No. 109 angle boring attachments, both complete and 

very good.  



161._____ Three saw tools: SIMONDS saw set with gauge; hammer-type saw set; and an 
English saw wrest with boxwood? handle, very good.  

162._____ Stanley #78 duplex plane, early model with cast cap screw, dated blade, intact 
fence and depth stop, very good overall.  

163._____ Scarce set of five calking irons in a canvas roll with a 2-piece wooden 
apparatus?  

164._____ Two levels: Stanley #260 rosewood torpedo with hang hole, very good; and a 
6-inch cast iron level with brass top, very good.  

165._____ Three saw tools: Disston saw set with two thumb screws; a hand forged saw 
wrest; and another steel wrest.  

166._____ Stanley #39 1/2 SW cast iron machinist level, complete and very good.  
167._____ Pair of chain drills, one complete with chain; the other PAT. AUG 14, 1900 

needs a chain, but is very good.  
168._____ Pair of Stanley pocket levels that attach to a square; one has a steel top and 

one brass, both are very good.  
169._____ E.C. STEARNS long handled scraper, no blade, good overall; and a pair of 

Starrett No. 50 trammel points.  
170._____ Pair of Stanley levels: 2 3/4-inch nickel plated pocket level; and a brass 

topped pocket level that can be attached to a square, screw is a replacement.  
171._____ E.C. Stearns plane blade and chisel grinding fixture, very good.  
172._____ Pair of levels: one that would be mounted to a breast drill and a brass topped 

one that would attach to a square, both very good.  
173._____ Stanley #99 side rabbet plane with nice SW blade, late model with depth stop, 

in fine condition, comes in green felt pouch.  
174._____ Lot of 9 tongue and groove planes including one match plane, by assorted 

makers plus a rosewood smooth plane body.  
175._____ Two Stanley #45 combination planes one with SW logo on skate and one with 

two patent dates on skate, both are basically complete with cutters, one 
original screwdriver, two sets of long rods, one set short rods, beading stop, 
several depth stops, the early plane is missing the knob from the fence, you 
can build one very good user out of the pile.  

176._____ Lot of four wood planes including three rabbets and one nice 1 1/4-inch 
nosing plane.  

177._____ Single brass trammel marked W.R. FRITTS comes on a beam that has a 
matching steel point driven thru one end of beam, very good.  

178._____ Lot of three wood planes including two coffin-shaped smooth planes and an 
interesting compass plane with round front knob and patched throat.  

179._____ Stanley #33 36-inch yard stick, complete and very good; Lufkin #8207 24-
inch rule, very good; plus a nice German T-square.  

180._____ Stanley #13 prelateral compass plane with solid nut, L.BAILEY'S iron, 
complete and very good.  

181._____ Stanley #3 Type 11 with good SW logo blade, fine tote with original decal, 
and tall knob, very good overall.  

182._____ Stanley #113 compass plane with STANLEY lever cap with orange 
background; nice BB blade, very good overall.  



183._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane with fine beech tote and knob, decal still on tote, fine 
overall.  

184._____ Large brass plumb bob with steel point, needs light cleaning, very good.  
185._____ L.S. Starrett No. 87 plumb bob, very good.  
186._____ Pair of brass plumb bobs one with steel tip, both very good.  
187._____ Streeter Patent January 23, 1855 & March 31, 1857 patent brace, bit held in 

by thumb screw, very good.  
188._____ Pair of brass plum bobs with steel tips and removable tops, one is by 

GOODELL-PRATT, very good.  
189._____ Unknown patent 4-inch ratchet brace direction changed by wire hook hanging 

down from bottom of frame, very good.  
190._____ CHENEY Taylor Patent (U.S. No. 1,621,761) nail holding claw hammer with 

two spring-loaded ball bearings, very good overall.  
191._____ Pair of plumb bobs; one steel and one brass with steel tip and removable top, 

both very good.  
192._____ Pair of plumb bobs one brass with removable top and hex topped steel point, 

very nice; the steel bob looks homemade.  
193._____ Lot of 8 Keen Kutter files and rasps, all very good.  
194._____ Large O.J. KUKER 20-oz. brass surveyor's type plumb bob with removable 

top and steel point, very good.  
195._____ Keen Kutter embossed roofing hatchet plus a Keen Kutter tack hammer.  
196._____ Two drawknives, the one on top has a radiused blade and offset handles and 

appears to be homemade, both in very good usable condition.  
197._____ Pair of braces including an all-steel Spofford patent, and an 8-inch ratcheting 

model, plus a drawknife, all in good usable condition.  
198._____ Two drawknives, the one on the bottom has handles that can be rotated, very 

good.  
199._____ Pair of braces including a nice Fray-type Spofford Patent with cocobolo 

handles, and a non-ratcheting model, both very good.  
200._____ Sargent #711 Auto Set junior jack plane, complete and in fine overall 

condition.  
201._____ Stanley #13 Type 2 compass plane, has screws securing the sole to the body, 

solid adjuster nut and solid lever cap with rectangular spring, patches of light 
pitting on bottom, very good overall.  

202._____ Later model Stanley #5 1/4 junior jack plane with blue painted bed, very good 
tote and knob, a former owner’s ID number is scratched into left side, very 
good overall; plus a later model #40 scrub plane with extra blade support, fine 
BB logo blade, very good overall condition.  

203._____ Stanley #3C Type 11 with later SW logo blade, god tote broken and glued at 
bottom, good tall knob, very good overall.  

204._____ Stanley #2 smooth plane with fine BB logo blade, fine rosewood tote, tall 
knob has small crack at base, very good overall.  

205._____ Stanley #140 skew bladed rabbeting block plane, mild pitting on removable 
side, very good overall condition.  

206._____ Stanley #197 marking gauge with rosewood head and nickel plated beam, 
complete and fine. 



207._____ Stanley #151M malleable iron spoke shave with BB logo blade, fine overall. 
208._____ Scarce Stanley #72 razor edge spoke shave with iron body, the ears on the 

blade are fine, 85% japanning, fine overall. 
209._____ Stanley #67 Universal spoke shave with both flat and round bottoms, and 

intact fence, complete and fine. 
210._____ Rare Stanley SW snips, these do not show up in the Stanley catalogs but a 

pair was featured in the Fine Tool Journal a few years ago. They were 
made to cut metal banding that went around wooden shipping crates, this 
pair is complete and fine. 

211._____ Stanley No. 21 6-inch combination square with very good nickel plating, V 
logo, fine overall. 

212._____ Stanley HANDYMAN No. 1222 1/2 combination square complete with intact 
level and scribe, fine overall. 

213._____ Pair of Disston handsaws: No. 16, crack in handle near medallion, good etch, 
good overall; and early Disston & Son No. 7, needs good cleaning, good 
overall.  

214._____ Lot of six rafter or framing squares including three by EAGLE with eagle 
logo.  

215._____ Disston No. 7 22-inch handsaw nice etch also marked MADE FOR 
HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO. NEW YORK CITY SINCE 
1848, very good overall.  

216._____ Lot of four braces inc. Stanley No. 929 6-inch; Millers Falls 6-inch; John S. 
Fray Spofford Patent.  

217._____ Disston & Son 28-inch rip saw, split-nut handle, H. DISSTON medallion, 
crack in handle near medallion, very good overall.  

218._____ Two hand cranked eggbeater drills: Millers Falls No. 2-AG with storage in 
handle, no bits included, very good overall; and a smaller GOODELL-PRATT 
with storage inside handle, both drills come with auxiliary handles, very good.  

219._____ Pair of Disston handsaws: 26-inch No. 7 with 10 ppi blade, very good overall; 
and and a No. 12 rip with 28-inch blade, tote spur has been broken off and 
glued back on, good overall.  

220._____ Lot of three braces: John S. Fray short throw; John S. Fray No. 82; and John 
S. Fray #110, very good.  

221._____ Disston & Sons No. 12 handsaw with 28 1/2-inch blade, good medallion, very 
good overall.  

222._____ Set of 15 double sided Stanley instructional charts, one is water damaged and 
most have staples near the top near the grommets, still a nice set overall. Plus 
several pages from a 1981 calendar depicting old tools, these are suitable for 
framing.  

223._____ CHANDLER BOSTON MASS 18-inch panel saw with 8 ppi blade, nice 
applewood handle, tiny WARRANTED SUPERIOR medallion, fine. 

224._____ Lot including a Millers Falls adjustable auger handle and two wooden handled 
T augers each with a bit.  

225._____ Lot of four drawknives including one with rotating handles; a cooper or 
carriage maker's with curved blade, etc.  



226._____ Lot of three D. MAYDOLE claw hammers; one a little rusty, but will clean 
OK.  

227._____ CHENEY No. 777 adz hammer, complete and very good overall.  
228._____ Pair of D. MAYDOLE claw hammers, both very good.  
229._____ Three IHC wrenches: I.H. CO. G3170 12-inch with IHC logo on back, 

complete and fine (R1-253); IHCO - 12335 - D with IHC logo for F-30 
tractor, fine; and P890 with IHC logo, very good (R1-254).  

230._____ Four farm or implement wrenches: unmarked 8-inch multi open end, very 
good; DEERING multi open ends, very good; 7.5-inch W6 (Blizzard Mfg. Co. 
- Canton, Ohio) double open end, very good; and an unknown 7.5-inch with 
triangular cutouts below each open end, very good.  

231._____ Three IHC wrenches: I.H.CO. G3170 12-inch, very good; unknown number 
with IHC logo and traces of red paint, very good; and an H523 8.25-inch S-
wrench, very good overall.  

232._____ Four farm or implement wrenches: 8.25-inch L9 with IHC logo, very good; 
8.25-inch H523, some light pitting, very good; G3171 with IHC logo, very 
good; and an HD111 with IHC logo, very good.  

233._____ Three cultivator or farm wrenches: PLANET JR. cut-out, very good; IRON 
AGE cutout, very good; and an unmarked stamped steel open end.  

234._____ Three misc. wrenches: Unmarked 6-inch with 1.5-inch open end, very good; 
CHAMPION, etc.  

235._____ Three farm or cultivator wrenches: STANDARD, very good; malleable offset 
open ender; and a PLANET JR. cut-out, very good.  

236._____ Three 10-inch adjustable pipe wrenches: GENUINE STILLSON, fine; 
PEXTO, very good; and a TRIMO by TRIMOUNT MFG. CO. small patch of 
light rust, otherwise fine.  

237._____ Three farm or implement wrenches: R197 with moderate to heavy pitting and 
with a twisted stock; P1183 with IHC logo, moderate to heavy pitting; and a 
P890 with star on back side, very good overall.  

238._____ Three 10-inch pipe wrenches: TRIMO by TRIMOUNT MFG. CO., some mild 
pitting, very good; TRIMOUNT Stillson-type, very good; and a WEST 
GERMANY DROP FORGED Stillson-type, very good.  

239._____ Three International Harvester farm wrenches: 1326-E with IHC logo, very 
good; G3172 with a few patches of pitting, very good; and a 1059B with IHC 
logo, very good.  

240._____ Three 10-inch Stillson-type pipe wrenches: Two different TRIMO models by 
TRIMOUNT MFG. and an IMPROVED WALCO model by the 
WALWORTH MFG. CO., all very good.  

241._____ Four International Harvester farm wrenches: H523, complete and very good; 
1326-E, needs light cleaning, very good; 21264-D, complete and fine; and a 
pitted 924-C cream separator wrench with spanner.  

242._____ Lakeside 10-inch drawknife, complete and very good.  
243._____ D.R. BARTON cooper's drawknife with 6 1/2-inch blade, will need a light 

cleaning.  



244._____ Unusual Union #4 3/8 wide body iron smooth plane (similar in size to a 
Stanley 4 1/2), with good UNION MFG CO. blade, nice rosewood tote 
looks like an early-style Stanley, nice beaded knob, very good overall.  

245._____ RARE Union #4 1/4G (grooved bottom) with adjustable throat, iron is 
double struck with the UNION MFG. CO. logo, good knob, tote broken 
in middle, very good overall.  

246._____ Stanley #3 prelateral smooth plane Type 4, tote broken in middle and glued, 
nice beaded knob, good R&L logo blade, very good overall.  

247._____ Union #90 scraper this is the one that evolved into the Stanley #283, missing 
the wooden handle that mounts to the top of the blade, very good overall.  

248._____ Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane, BB logo blade, likely repainted, very good 
overall.  

249._____ Scarce Stanley #5 1/4C junior jack plane with first SW logo iron, fine 
rosewood tote and tall knob, very good overall condition.  

250._____ Fine antique 8-drawer wooden spice cabinet that can be mounted to a wall or 
kitchen cabinet using the two countersunk holes on the top.  

251._____ Tin candle mould that will make 4 candles at a time, very good overall 
condition.  

252._____ Ideal No.1 Tin Lantern with Red Lens: the hinged, has hinged front cover to 
protect the red lens, complete with burner, very good overall.  

253._____ Large copper jello mold in the shape of a large fish, fine overall condition.  
254._____ Large brass mortar and pestle, complete and very good.  
255._____ Fabulous antique copper pan with hand-forged and decorated iron 

handle.  
256._____ Medium sized brass mortar and pestle, complete and very good.  
257._____ Large tin sausage stuffer with wooden plunger, fine overall condition.  
258._____ Small, brass mortar and pestle, complete and very good.  
259._____ Yankee NO. 2101A BELL SYSTEM 10-inch ratchet brace, very good overall.  
260._____ Scarce Stanley 4-Square ratchet brace, has SW logo on dark chuck shell, 

very good overall.  
261._____ Union or Starrett long handled scraper (similar to Stanley #283) plus a spare 

handle and hardware for a Stanley #283.  
262._____ Stanley FOUR SQUARE #1104 9-inch iron smooth plane, complete with 

FOUR SQUARE blade, very good overall.  
263._____ Stanley #1120 FOUR SQUARE iron block plane, complete with original 

FOUR SQUARE blade, very good overall.  
264._____ Two Stanley #83 scraper complete with proper roller, Stanley SW blade is 

likely from another scraper, very good overall.  
265._____ Lot of six iron block planes for parts or restoration: Sargent #507 rabbeting 

with chip on side and missing nut from end of adjuster rod; BRATTELBORO 
TOOL CO.; early Stanley #140 missing removable side; early Stanley? #120 
body with knob; Stanley FOUR SQUARE with SW blade, nut on end of 
adjuster screw is broken; and an unknown make 5 1/2-inch model with 
unusual adjuster.  

266._____ Unusual Stanley #8 side cutters, very good overall.  
267._____ Scarce Stanley 4-Square ratchet brace, complete and very good.  



268._____ Stanley SW slip-joint 6 1/2-inch pliers, complete and fine.  
269._____ Stanley #151M spoke shave, complete and fine.  
270._____ Unusual Stanley No. 5 slip-joint pliers with side cutter, very good.  
271._____ Stanley #64 round bottom spoke shave, fine SW blade, fine overall.  
272._____ Stanley SW slip-joint pliers, complete and very good.  
273._____ OVB slip joint plier with wire cutter, very good.  
274._____ Stanley SW FOUR SQUARE 18-inch plumb & level, both vials intact, fine 

overall.  
275._____ Pair of Stanley marking gauges: #164 1/2 for flat or round work, very good 

overall; and a fine #74 double beam gauge.  
276._____ Stanley SW FOUR SQUARE 18-inch plumb & level, both vials intact, fine 

overall.  
277._____ Stanley No. 233 "100 PLUS" 28-inch aluminum plumb & level, complete and 

fine.  
278._____ Two STANLEY aluminum plane handles for planes #5 and larger plus #4 1/2, 

both very good.  
279._____ Stanley #233 24-inch aluminum plumb and level, one plumb vial glass 

cracked, otherwise intact and very good.  
280._____ Stanley SW 10-inch Stillson-type pipe wrench, very good overall.  
281._____ Stanley FOUR SQUARE iron block plane, nice original FOUR SQUARE 

blade, some paint loss on lever cap, very good overall.  
282._____ Early Stanley No. 1 ODD JOBS with JAN 25 87 patent date on outside; and 

SEPT. 18, 88 inside, original scribe, intact level, just add your own rule and 
it's ready to roll, very good.  

283._____ MARBLES GLADSTONE MICH waterproof match safe, 1900 patent, very 
good overall.  

284._____ Two Stanley #25 sliding bevels: 6-inch and 8-inch, both are fine.  
285._____ Rare Stanley #197 fibreboard fluting tool, fine overall.  
286._____ Pair of Stanley gauges: #97 butt and rabbet gauge with early script logo on 

side, complete and very good; plus a #95 1/2 butt gauge, complete and fine.  
287._____ Starrett #136 cross test level, complete and very good.  
288._____ Small MARBLES pocket compass, very good overall.  
289._____ Two tongue & groove planes: Stanley #47 missing both blades, early style 

body with vine cast handles, nice knob, very good overall; plus a similar 
UNION No. 42 complete and very good.  

290._____ Lot: Stanley #90 single beam marking gauge, fine; Keen Kutter file; and a 
early Stanley screwdriver with circular logo, very good.  

291._____ Pair of Stanley marking gauges: #264 1/2 complete and fine; plus a #65 with 
triangular head, complete and fine.  

292._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #603C, good Q-logo blade, light rust on sides, very 
good overall.  

293._____ DEFIANCE No. 4 9-inch smooth plane with proper sawed off SW blade, 
marked DEFIANCE, complete and fine.  

294._____ Pair of 9-inch smooth planes: FULTON with decal on tote, very good overall; 
and Stanley #S4 steel smoother with SW logo blade, partial decal on tote, fine 
overall.  



295._____ UNION MFG CO. 5 1/4 junior jack plane, complete and very good.  
296._____ VICTOR JERSEY No. 743 bench vise, complete and very good.  
297._____ Union Mfg. Co. 6-inch iron block plane with fine nickel plated lever cap, and 

unusual throat adjustment cam, fine overall.  
298._____ Stanley #203 iron block plane with partial decal remaining on lever cap, fine 

knob, fine overall.  
299._____ Union 7-inch iron block plane with adjustable throat, knuckle jointed lever 

cap, original UNION MFG CO. blade, will clean to very good overall.  
300._____ Scarce Stanley #A18 aluminum 6-inch block plane, SW logo on lever cap 

and blade, very good overall.  
301._____ Sargent #3416 transitional jack plane with early horseshoe shaped lateral lever 

and circular logo on top of cutter, complete and in fine overall condition.  
302._____ Stanley BAILEY #27 1/2 transitional jumbo jack plane with fine SW logo 

blade, nice wood, fine overall condition.  
303._____ Union No. 27A transitional jack plane, with fine original blade, nice wood, 

fine overall.  
304._____ Unusual B PLANE (Birmingham) transitional wide body smoother, needs 

cleaning, japanning about 50 percent, good overall.  
305._____ Stanley No. 22 transitional smooth plane, little used original condition with 

BB logo blade, 90%+ japanning, fine wood, fine overall.  
306._____ Stanley No. 22 Type 2 prelateral transitional smooth plane, solid adjuster nut 

with patent date, R&L logo blade, solid lever cap with rectangular spring, 
beaded knob chipped at base, good overall.  

307._____ Early 28-inch Disston No. 7 with split-nut handle, sunken Disston & Sons 
medallion, handle spurs chipped, nice etch, very good overall.  

308._____ Nice 19-inch AMERICAN BOY HENRY DISSTON & SONS, MAKERS OF 
THE SAW MOST CARPENTERS USE, MADE IN THE WORLD'S 
LARGEST SAW WORKS PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A., panel saw, great etch, 
very good overall.  

309._____ Early J. SPIER & CO. die stamped 28-inch crosscut saw with split nut handle, 
sunken WARRANTED SUPERIOR handle, very good overall.  

310._____ Keen Kutter 19-inch panel saw, early axe head logo medallion, faint etch on 
blade, very good overall.  

311._____ Disston 26-inch D8 handsaw with nice etch and very good handle, very good 
overall.  

312._____ Pair of saws: 26-inch J.H. DRAKE'S SONS, PATENTED JAN. 1st 1884, No. 
77 Fourth Ave. N., Cast Steel Warranted, Patent Ground, rip saw, handle 
cracked in middle, and splintered on both spurs, good overall; and a Henry 
Disston 20-inch panel saw with faint etch on blade, top handle spur missing, 
good usable condition.  

313._____ Unusual 28-inch Wm. McNIECE PHILAD'A die stamped hand saw, with 
WARRANTED SUPERIOR EXCELSIOR medallion, split nut handle, 
missing one of the split nuts, needs good cleaning, good overall.  

314._____ Disston 20-inch AMERICAN BOY panel saw similar to #308 above but the 
etching is not as good, still in usable condition.  



315._____ Early 26-inch A.F. SHOTWELL die stamped hand saw with domed nuts, fine 
handle, saw could use a good cleaning, but it is in very good overall condition.  

316._____ Three books: Modern Carpentry by Fred T. Hodgson; ABC Steel Square and 
its Practical Uses by Hodgson; and From Tree to Beam - Hewing with the 
Broad Ax… by Douglass C. Reed.  

317._____ Four paper covered books: Log Cabin Mythology by Douglass C. Reed; 
America's Mortise & Tenon with considerations on The History and Making 
of the Framing Joint by Douglass C. Reed; Winterthur Portfolio Volume II 
1965 printed by the EAIA; and A Collection of Log Rules by the USDA 
Forest Service.  

318._____ Lot of 10 soft covered Tool Related books: The American Axe & Tool Co; 
Arthur Pascal Collection of Antique Woodworking Tools; E.C. Stears & Co. 
Hardware; The Tools Used in Building Log Houses in Indiana; Documenting 
Collections; Museum Registration & Records; Northern Planes Antique 
Wrenches & Tools 1977 Supplement; W.F. & John Barnes Co. Catalogue No. 
59 Foot Power Lathes; Shire Album No. 50 Woodworking Tools by Phillip 
Walker; and Catalogues 1 & 4 of Arnold & Walker.  

319._____ Lot of three D. MAYDOLE claw hammers, all are very good.  
320._____ AMERICAN GLASSPORT broad hatchet with nail claw and a fine 

UNDERHILL BOSTON lathing? hatchet in fine overall condition with name 
etched on blade.  

321._____ Lot of three D. MAYDOLE claw hammers, all are very good.  
322._____ L.A.S. & SON NEWARK NJ lathing hatchet, needs handle re-secured, very 

good overall.  
323._____ Diamond Edge DE5 1/2C corrugated jumbo jack plane, complete and very 

good overall.  
324._____ Pair of jack planes: SIMMONS, complete and good; plus a Stanley S5 

unbreakable steel plane, complete and very good.  
325._____ KEEN KUTTER "FOR SPORTSMEN" camp hatchet embossed with 

flying duck logo, handle has a few old cracks but is very good overall.  
326._____ Lot: Well worn Keen Kutter wooden jack plane missing the knob; Keen 

Kutter wooden handled 14-inch screwdriver; and a nice unmarked wooden 
mallet.  

327._____ Solid boxwood Ohio Tool No. 104 screw-arm plow plane that has a broken 
arm, and top of wedge is broken. Nice body, one arm and fence. If you can get 
someone to make a new arm and wedge for it, it will be very good.  

328._____ Pair of W&B RAILROAD SPECIAL monkey wrenches including an 8-inch 
RI&PRY marked J.R. WILLIAMS & CO. on one side of jaw, very good; and 
a 12-inch UNION PACIFIC, complete and very good.  

329._____ Medium sized Enterprise-type bung auger, very good overall.  
330._____ Two saw sets: MORRILL'S 1897 patent, very good; and a decorative 

GERMAN pair, very good.  
331._____ Unusual nickel plated surgeon's saw, complete and very good.  
332._____ Three screw adjusting International Harvester nut wrenches: 12-inch with 

open loop handle, IHC logo on lower jaw, marked 7 1/2E on bar; 12-inch with 
solid handle, marked 5E on one side of lower jaw and having circular IHC 



logo on other side, very good; and a 9-inch with 1E on one side and IHC 
round logo on other, very good.  

333._____ Four farm or implement wrenches: IHC 1059B, DEERING with some pitting, 
P.P. CO. (Patee Plow) V100; and Z811, good to very good.  

334._____ Five IH (International Harvester) nut wrenches: IHCO 12335-D in black 
paint; 22335-D IHC with IHC circular logo, very good; 12335-D with IHC 
circular logo, good; and 21264D with IHC circular logo, very good; 12335-D; 
and 1595E with IHC circular logo and having sizes 7/16 & 3/8 cast into lower 
portion of opening, fine.  

335._____ Three IH (International Harvester) wrenches: 11858-DA with IHC circular 
logo stamped steel for Farmall tractor water pumps; 12737DA with circular 
IHC logo; and 1261-Y stamped steel water pump wrench, all very good; plus 
an IHC chisel, all very good.  

336._____ Five IH (International Harvester) nut wrenches, all very good: 1326-E with 
circular IHC logo; 12335-D with circular IHC logo; IHCO 12335-D with 
circular IHC logo; 1595E with circular IHC logo, and I.H.CO. on one side and 
1325EA on other side; all very good.  

337._____ Five IH (International Harvester) wrenches including one 9-inch screw adjust 
with IHC circular logo on one side and 1E on other side; 1095B with letter D 
cast into other side, some mild pitting; 12335-D with IHC and IHC circular 
logo; 3525 with circular IHC logo, some mild pitting; and a 376 with circular 
IHC logo and sizes 3/8 & 5/16 cast into bottom of openings, some light 
pitting.  

338._____ Four farm or implement wrenches including PLANET JR. 3; 11858-DA with 
circular IHC logo; 12737-D with circular IHC logo; 1325EA with circular 
IHC logo; plus an IHC chisel with circular IHC logo, all very good.  

339._____ Two Chaplin's Patent iron jointer planes, both missing the tote or rear handle, 
both are otherwise complete and very good.  

340._____ Circa 1869 cabinetmaker or coachmaker's tool chest of one J. LLOYD, 
dovetailed box with three sliding tills, the top till has hinged lid as does 
the top of the saw box which contains just one saw.  

341._____ Medium sized spice mill with wooden base and having a pull-out drawer that 
catches the spices as they are ground, complete and very good.  

342._____ Czechoslovakian hand-cranked spice mill that would be mounted to a counter 
or table top, has a brass hopper on top and brass mouth, the rest is in white 
paint, very good overall.  

343._____ GOODALL apple peeler, very good overall.  
344._____ Early tin box with hinged lid that was used to transport hot coals or embers 

from one fire to start another. This one was found in Pennsylvania many years 
ago.  

345._____ Smaller sized spice mill on wooden base and having a drawer that would 
catch the spice as it was ground, complete and very good overall.  

346._____ Scarce set of iron snow birds that were attached near the edge of a roof to 
keep large sheets of ice from sliding off, these were collected back east many 
years ago.  

347._____ Enterprise No. 1 cherry stoner, complete and very good.  



348._____ Unusual bundle fork with wooden handle, very good overall.  
349._____ Scandinavian-style 38-inch wooden jointer plane with vertical handles fore 

and aft, throat carved into a heart shape, has a owner-made wedge, but the 
original wedge remains taped to the top of the stock, very good overall.  

350._____ Scandinavian 36-inch laundry stick or laundry agitator, very good overall.  
351._____ Large copper bed warming pan with pierced lid, nice turned wooden 

handle, overall length 43 inches, copper pan is 12-inch in diameter, very 
good overall.  

352._____ Millers Falls #45 iron block plane (same size as Stanley #203) with original 
blade, very good overall.  

353._____ Ohio Tool Co. No. 04 1/4C jumbo jack plane, 90%+ red japanning in bed, 
nice Ohio Tool Auburn, NY blade, good knob, tote broken and glued in 
center, fine overall.  

354._____ Ohio Tool Co. #09 1/2 iron block plane, missing the throat adjustment lever 
like that in lot #358, very good overall.  

355._____ Union No. 4 1/2 jumbo smooth plane, fine tote and beaded knob, nice original 
blade, fine overall condition.  

356._____ Sargent #206 5-inch iron block plane, early circular logo on top of blade, very 
good overall.  

357._____ VICTOR by Stanley #1104 9-inch iron smooth plane, 95%+ gray paint in bed 
and red paint on frog and chip breaker, fine tote and knob, fine overall.  

358._____ Ohio Tool Co. #015 7-inch iron block plane, CRAFTSMAN blade, japanning 
may have been enhanced, very good overall.  

359._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane with fine rosewood tote and knob, BB logo blade, 
95% japanning, fine overall.  

360._____ Stanley #120 iron block plane with 6-point star lever cap, knob has vertical 
crack at base, good overall.  

361._____ Vaughan & Bushnell No. 703 8-inch smooth plane, known as the poor mans 
Bedrock because of its flat sides, complete and fine.  

362._____ Union Mfg. Co. 7-inch low angle block plane, similar to Stanley #65, one tiny 
chip in rear of throat, very good overall.  

363._____ Stanley #39 1-inch dado plane with good blade, one good nicker and one 
pitted, the depth stop is missing but the screw for it is present, find a new 
depth stop and it will make a fine user.  

364._____ DEFIANCE by Stanley 7-inch iron block plane with intact decal on cap.  
365._____ Stanley #8 iron jointer plane with nice rosewood tote and short knob, good Q-

logo blade, very good overall condition.  
366._____ Pair of fine 21-inch wooden screw clamps made by ALDRICH LOWELL, 

MASS, both of these came out of the same tool chest which is sadly long 
gone. The screws are very good and have been wrapped in newspaper since 
1992.  

367._____ Stanley 23 1/2-inch #8 prelateral iron jointer plane, with solid adjuster nut and 
solid lever cap, toe spur MIA, beaded knob has a few small cracks at base, an 
early plane in very good overall condition.  

368._____ JENNINGS NEW YORK 22-inch steel back saw, very good overall.  



369._____ Two Stanley Type 11 bench planes: #7C with good knob, tote spur MIA, good 
japanning, nice V-logo blade, small crack from rear corner of throat in bed, 
will make good user; and a #6C with V-logo blade, rosewood tote broken and 
glued, very good overall.  

370._____ Copyright 1912 No. 101 take-down rafter square, some light rust, very good 
overall.  

371._____ Stanley #5 1/2C heavy jack plane, BB logo blade, nice tote and knob, great 
japanning, fine overall.  

372._____ Pair of early saws: Disston? keyhole that the blade can be removed from and 
turned 90 degrees, very good; and a real early keyhole with split nuts.  

373._____ Stanley #5 jack plane and #4 smooth plane, both have STANLEY name in 
lever cap with orange background, nice BB logo blades, the #5 has nice 
rosewood tote and knob; the #4 has stained hardwood tote and knob, both are 
very good.  

374._____ I.B. HASENCLEVER & SONS 10-inch brass back saw, very good.  
375._____ Stanley S4 steel smooth plane, rosewood tote was broken and glued, nice tall 

knob, BB-logo blade, very good overall.  
376._____ Unknown make 14-inch back saw, rusty and pitted blade, early handle, flat on 

bottom with two split nuts. And early saw with good handle and brass back, 
poor blade.  

377._____ Stanley #3 iron smooth plane, STANLEY name in lever cap with orange 
background, nice BB logo blade, nice rosewood tote and knob, fine overall.  

378._____ J.BUCK tapered reamer with wooden handle, reamer held with brass thumb 
screw, very good overall.  

379._____ Spear & Jackson 16-inch steel back saw, bottom handle spur chipped, top spur 
looks burned, handle held by three split nuts, nice S&J medallion, good 
overall.  

380._____ Henry Disston 12-inch back saw, sunken H. DISTON PHILAD medallion, 
split nuts, very good overall.  

381._____ Two small saws: another Henry Disston 12-inch back saw, sunken H. 
DISTON PHILAD medallion, split nuts, two holes drilled in blade, bottom 
handle spur chipped and missing one of the split nuts, good overall; and a 
pruning-type saw with teeth on both sides of the 10-inch blade, handle secured 
by three split nuts.  

382._____ Unknown make beech handled pad saw, very good.  
383._____ Pair of iron jack planes: DEFIANCE by STANLEY No. 1205, complete and 

fine; and a Diamond Edge DE5 that has a cracked hard rubber tote, when you 
go to tighten it, the crack opens up, needs super glue repair, otherwise 
complete and very good.  

384._____ SARGENT No. 410 heavy smooth plane, nice beaded knob, tote spur MIA, 
nice original blade, very good overall.  

385._____ Stanley #4C iron smooth plane with SW logo blade, complete and very good.  
386._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane, nice STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, nice 

tote and knob, former initials in bed under cutter, complete and very good.  
387._____ PLUMB adz with 4 1/2-inch blade, very good. 



388._____ Stanley FOUR SQUARE junior jack plane with decal on left side, good 
SW logo blade, nice hardwood tote and knob, very good overall.  

389._____ Stanley #5 1/4 Junior jack plane, later U.S.A. production with hardwood tote 
and knob, blue japanning in bed, STANLEY lever cap with yellow 
background, very good overall.  

390._____ Stanley S5 unbreakable steel jack plane with BB logo blade, STANLEY lever 
cap with orange background, nice tall knob, tote spur MIA, very good overall.  

391._____ Stanley BEDROCK FT #605 1/2C with fine BB logo blade, scuffed but intact 
tall knob, tote spur MIA, STANLEY BED ROCK lever cap, very good 
overall.  

392._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #605 1/2C with good Q-logo blade, nice tote and low 
knob, STANLEY R&L CO BEDROCK lever cap, very good overall.  

393._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #607 with good Q-logo blade, STANLEY R&L CO 
BEDROCK lever cap, tote broken near base and needs to be re-glued, good 
low knob, small hang hole in rear of bed, very good overall.  

394._____ Stanley BEDROCK FT #607 with good T-logo blade, BEDROCK lever cap, 
nice rosewood tote and tall knob, very good overall.  

395._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #608 iron jointer plane with STANLEY R&L CO 
BEDROCK lever cap, fine BB-logo blade, nice early-style tote and low knob, 
very good overall.  

396._____ Pair of Stanley iron bench planes: #3C with big divot from left side near 
bottom, S casting mark, good Q-logo blade, will make a good user; and a 
Stanley #10 1/2 carriage maker's rabbet plane with B casting mark in bed, nice 
Q-logo blade, light rust on sides, will clean to very good overall condition.  

397._____ Pair of Stanley iron bench planes: DEFIANCE No. 4 with nice original blade, 
nice hardwood tote and knob, very good overall; and an early #4 1/2 with 
first-type lateral lever, early style tote, beaded low knob, very good overall.  

398._____ Pair of 7-inch transitional smooth planes: SARGENT No. 3407 7-inch, has a 
SARGENT #8 blade, will clean to very good overall condition; and a Stanley 
#21 7-inch transitional smooth plane, V-logo blade has very light pitting near 
the top, lateral lever MIA, good overall.  

399._____ Lot of three transitional smooth planes: UPSON NUT No. 23 9-inch with 
cracked frame and cap iron has been modified, good frog, lever cap and iron; 
plus two Stanley #35 handled smoothers; one has been coated with clear 
lacquer but is complete and very good; the other has a chipped tote spur, a 
good V-logo blade and is very good overall.  

400._____ Two 8-inch Stanley transitional smooth planes: #122 Liberty Bell with Q-logo 
blade, good knob, japanning on frame has been enhanced, very good overall; 
and a #22 prelateral with eagle logo on toe, R&L logo blade, BAILEY cap 
iron, nice knob, japanning has been enhanced, very good overall.  

401._____ Keen Kutter K26 transitional jack plane, nice original blade, scuffed but intact 
knob, tote spur MIA, will clean to very good overall condition.  

402._____ Stanley #28 18-inch transitional fore plane, one of the last produced, has little 
used BB-logo blade, tall knob, fine overall condition.  



403._____ Stanley BAILEY #28 18-inch transitional fore plane with nice STANLEY 
blade, tote broken in middle and missing spur, good knob, with new tote it 
will be very good.  

404._____ Pair of Stanley transitional jointer planes: #30 22-inch with nice Q-logo blade, 
tote spur MIA, good knob, very good overall; and a #32 26-inch with good Q-
logo blade, tote spur MIA, nice knob, very good overall.  

405._____ DISSTON D8 26-inch 5 1/2-ppi blade rip saw with thumb hole handle, has 
former owners initials "EP" tastefully stamped into both sides of handle, fine 
overall.  

406._____ DISSTON D-8 26-inch 10-ppi blade crosscut saw, fine etch, very good 
handle, fine overall.  

407._____ C.E. JENNINGS 18-inch panel saw with patented handle, nice etch, very 
good overall.  

408._____ Stanley HANDYMAN No. 1520 20-inch saw, nice markings on blade, handle 
missing one of the nuts, very good overall.  

409._____ DISSTON D-15 VICTORY saw with 26-inch 10-ppi blade, fine eagle and 
Liberty Bell etch, nice rosewood handle, fine overall.  

410._____ DISSTON D-8 26-inch 8-ppi blade by H.K. PORTER, about 1/2 the varnish 
on the handle is worn away, nicely marked blade, very good overall.  

411._____ O.V.B. OUR VERY BEST No. 214-A 26-inch 8-ppi blade saw with fine etch, 
nice handle, fine overall.  

412._____ Scarce Stanley VICTOR 14-inch iron jack plane with original two-line 
VICTOR, MADE IN U.S.A. logo that was only used for one year, plane is 
complete and very good.  

413._____ Stanley 5 1/4 junior jack plane with 95 percent plus japanning, fine tote and 
knob, STANLEY lever cap with orange background, fine overall.  

414._____ Stanley VICTOR No. 1104 9-inch smooth plane, gray bed, red cap iron and 
frog, fine wood, complete and fine overall.  

415._____ MOUND CITY 9-inch smooth plane, tote painted black, hardwood knob, gray 
bed, good overall.  

416._____ Stanley No. 4 9-inch smooth plane, marked No. 4 on the toe, nice early-style 
tote, beaded knob, first type lateral lever, R&L-logo iron, BAILEY cap iron, 
very good overall.  

417._____ Vaughan & Bushnell No. 803C 8-inch iron smooth plane, fine original blade, 
nice tote and knob, fine overall.  

418._____ Stanley #3 iron smooth plane, fine BB-logo blade, STANLEY lever cap with 
orange background, tote has been broken and glued and has had the spur re-
attached, knob chipped at base, with new wood it will be fine.  

419._____ Diamond Edge DEX220 iron block plane, complete with original blade, very 
good overall.  

420._____ Stanley #65 low angle block plane, R&L logo blade, traces of nickel on lever 
cap, good knob, very good overall.  

421._____ Stanley Four Square iron block plane, japanned bed and lever cap, good knob 
and BB-logo blade, lever cap marked STANLEY with the 4-Square logo, very 
good overall.  



422._____ Stanley #18 1/2 block plane with 95%+ japanning, fine nickel on knuckle 
jointed lever cap, fine BB-logo blade, fine overall.  

423._____ Stanley #60 1/2 low angle block plane with nickel plated lever cap, nice BB-
logo blade, intact throat adjusting cam, fine overall.  

424._____ Stanley Four Square No. 1120 iron block plane in gray paint with STANLEY 
name and 4-Square logo in lever cap, original blade marked FOUR SQUARE, 
small chip from front of lever cap, otherwise very good.  

425._____ Nice STILETTO adz, with loose fitting handle, shim it up and it will be fine. 
426._____ Three transitional Stanley jack planes: #26 with Q-logo blade, complete and 

very good; #27 with first type lateral lever, R&L-logo blade, stock has been 
planed down a few times, good overall; and a #26 with Q-logo blade, tote has 
been drilled out and is held with a shorter than original bolt, good overall.  

427._____ John S. Fray & Co. No. 112 Spofford-patent brace, complete and very good.  
428._____ Pair of Stanley transitional jack planes: #27 with Q-logo blade, early-style 

tote, and beaded knob, good overall; and a #26 prelateral with eagle logo on 
toe, tote spur missing, good knob, with cleaning will be good.  

429._____ Two braces: unknown make No. 51 non-ratcheting, jaws are present but there 
is no spring, good overall; and a John S Fray & Co. #110 Spofford-patent, 
very good overall.  

430._____ Lot of three transitional bench planes: #27 with Q-logo blade, very good 
overall; #27 1/2 wide body with applied steel sole plate, tote missing spur, 
good overall; and a #27 with Q-logo blade, very good overall.  

431._____ Unmarked and possibly homemade 9-inch drawknife, good overall; plus a 
WILKINSON & CO. 7-inch PAT. JULY 16, 1895, folding handle model, 
complete and very good.  

432._____ Hand forged cooper's drawknife with 9-inch curved blade, fine handles, very 
good overall.  

433._____ Pair of Stanley planes that need parts: #113 compass plane that needs the rear 
handle, otherwise complete and very good; and a late model #40 that is 
missing the front knob but is otherwise fine.  

434._____ Two Stanley try squares, both very good.  
435._____ Two Disston saws: and 18-inch with adjustable handle, NOV. 2, 1909 patent 

date added to Disston & Sons etch on blade, handle cracked; and a 26-inch D-
8 crosscut with light rust and a chip on end of handle spur, will clean to good 
usable condition.  

436._____ Pair of iron cabinet scrapers: Stanley #80 and Stearns, both have light to 
moderate rust and will need cleaning.  

437._____ EARLY JOHN WELLS (1799-1800) die stamped hand saw, handle has big 
chunk blown out of it, instead of a traditional medallion there are dome topped 
brass screws, blade will clean to very good, handle needs professional repair.  

438._____ Bonney Patent (U.S. 105,896) adjustable hollow auger made by E.C. Stearns, 
complete and very good overall.  

439._____ Stanley #113 compass plane, complete and very good overall.  
440._____ A.A. Woods Patent adjustable hollow auger, complete with original depth 

stop, very good overall.  



441._____ Unusual Chaplin's Patent smooth plane with adjustable throat, missing the 
hard rubber tote or rear handle, otherwise complete and very good.  

442._____ I BLOOD long handled adz, complete and very good overall.  
443._____ Keen Kutter double bit axe head, with large embossed block &wedge logo, 

very good overall.  
444._____ Stanley #148 7/8-inch tongue & groove plane, complete and very good 

overall.  
445._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe head with small block & wedge logo; and a 

Hammond hatchet head.  
446._____ Pair of late model Stanley #80 iron cabinet scraper, both complete and very 

good.  
447._____ Unusual poll adz with deep BROWN touch mark, very good overall, we think 

there's a handle around here that will fit it.  
448._____ Bonney Patent (U.S. 105,896) adjustable hollow auger, made by the B.S.V. 

CO., very good overall.  
449._____ International Harvester mystery tool, iron bracket-like tool mounted to a long 

wooden handle, marked with the IHC logo and the number K478.  
450._____ Traditional cabinetmaker's tool chest, dovetailed construction, removable saw 

till, lid for tip sliding till is loose and will need to be reattached with small 
hinges, has folding iron handles on each side and rolls on four iron casters, 
two additional sliding tills, outer corners of chest are reinforced with tin, very 
good overall.  

451._____ Unknown purpose graduated wooden rod, likely for surveying, gauging flood 
waters or something similar. We did not recognize the graduations.  

452._____ Pair of Stanley aluminum plane handles, one for larger bench planes and one 
for smaller, both are very good.  

453._____ Hand forged frog or fish gig, complete and very good.  
454._____ Lot including two NOS Stanley No. 98 ATHA 5/8-inch chisels; and two 

wooden handled screwdrivers, STANLEY #55 complete and fine; and a 
DEFIANCE #1270, fine.  

455._____ Antique wooden pitchfork with three tines, well made and in fine overall 
condition.  

456._____ Two Stanley marking gages; No. 90 single beam, complete and very good; 
and No. 98 with two beams, very good.  

457._____ OLD MONTANA shepherd's crook used to catch smaller livestock like sheep 
or goats by the leg, this one is very good and comes mounted to a long 
wooden handle.  

458._____ Small Stanley try square with rosewood handle and 3-inch blade, complete 
and fine.  

459._____ Lot of plane parts: fine blade for Stanley #40 1/2 scrub plane; blade for #5 
sized bench plane; two chip breakers for smooth planes; and a chip breaker for 
a #10 1/2-sized rabbet plane. 

460._____ Two wooden handled screwdrivers: Stanley HURWOOD with SW logo, 
reworked tip, good overall; and a C.E. Billings Patent (U.S. #554,046) 
combination tool multi-bit magazine type screwdriver made by the 
BILLINGS & SPENCER CO. Hartford, CT, very good overall.  



461._____ Marbles Patented sheath knife with handle made of stacked leather washers, 
brass bolster, good overall, needs sheath.  

462._____ Unusual Stanley 4-Square chisel with STANLEY name on blade and SW logo 
on socket, very good overall.  

463._____ Plane parts: four NOS chip breakers for #2 sized smooth planes; and V-logo 
blade for Stanley #40 1/2 scrub, and a fine KEEN KUTTER K140 scrub plane 
blade.  

464._____ MARBLES Patent (U.S. #650,944) waterproof match safe, made on a patent 
issued June 5, 1900 to Webster Marble of Gladstone, Michigan, very good 
overall.  

465._____ Stanley #1 Excelsior tool handle with 8 original bits, very good overall; and a 
Stanley rosewood handled awl with full set of bits inside chuck shell, very 
good.  

466._____ Stanley rosewood plane handle that has had the spur broken off; and a good 
rosewood low knob.  

467._____ Stanley rosewood tool handle with nine original bits inside, very good; and 
awl with 6 of the original 12 bits inside chuck shell, SW logo, very good.  

468._____ Lot of seven chip breakers for Stanley bench plane blades, three with 
L.BAILEY'S DEC. 24, 1867 patent date stamped into them, all very good.  

469._____ Sargent VBM rosewood handled screwdriver, very good.  
470._____ Two screwdrivers: a nice little Millers Falls model with rosewood handle, fine 

overall; and a Stanley HURWOOD stubby that has a hex shank that you could 
put a wrench on, nice wooden handle.  

471._____ Unusual Marbles Arms and Tool Co. compass, complete and very good.  
472._____ Stanley plane parts: eight chip breakers; a knuckle jointed lever cap for block 

planes; two knobs; and a throat plate for an early 10 1/2 rabbet plane, has 
some pitting on one edge.  

473._____ Stanley plane parts: complete throat closing attachment for #71 1/2 planes; 
#65 low angle block plane body, blade and adjuster, knob missing from end of 
adjuster, very good; and three lever caps for block planes.  

474._____ Unusual McCauley Patent (U.S. #751,671) core box plane, made by 
William Bayley of Springfield, Ohio on a patent issued February 9, 1904. 
This one is complete and in very good overall condition. One leg has the 
WM. BAYLEY name cast into it, and the other has SPRINGFIELD O.  

475._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 RT iron jack plane, complete and proper with 90 
percent plus japanning, fine early tote and short know, fine overall condition.  

476._____ Stanley #1951 fibre board beveling plane, scuffed tote and knob, some light 
surface rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good overall condition.  

477._____ Stanley #93 carriage makers rabbet plane, has a few spots of fine pitting, good 
usable condition.  

478._____ FINE Stanley #A78 aluminum duplex rabbet and filletster plane, with 
correct aluminum fence and aluminum depth stop, complete and fine.  

479._____ Antique whetstone in a wooden stock with flat tapered ends, very good; two 
wooden screwdrivers. The larger screwdriver is marked C.S. OSBORNE & 
CO. #8 and is very nice; smaller DOLMAN Perfect-Handle-type, wood 
dinged, good overall.  



480._____ Barwick Patent (U.S. #115,678) 9-inch No. 0 pipe wrench marked THE 
BILLINGS & SPENCER CO., PATENTED JUNE 6, 1871, patented by 
William H. Barwick of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, has some minor pitting, 
very good overall.  

481._____ Stanley No. 89 clapboard siding gage and a BUCK wooden screwdriver, both 
are very good.  

482._____ Nicely made wooden spokeshave with convex bottom, has brass wear strip on 
bottom, blade is chewed up and needs to be replaced, body is very good.  

483._____ Unknown make button hole cutter, very good overall.  
484._____ Wooden spokeshave, complete and very good; and mystery wooden handled 

tool with sharpened spade tipped blade, looks like an oversized ink eraser or 
veterinary fleam-type tool.  

485._____ Two knives, the larger one is marked J.A. HENCKELS TWINWORKS 
SOLENGEN, it has a hang hole in handle, very good overall.  

486._____ Lot including a bitstock automotive valve lapping tool; a plumbers pipe 
reamer; a small tapered reamer with wood handle; and a nice wooden handled 
scratch awl.  

487._____ Early billhook blade with socket, most likely meant to be fitted with long 
handle, had deep touchmark, some pitting. 

488._____ SIMONDS SAW CO. No. 62 26-inch 10-ppi blade, $2.50 medallion, fine 
etch, very good to fine overall.  

489._____ Disston D-8 22-inch 10-ppi blade panel saw, nice etch, very good handle, very 
good overall.  

490._____ DISSTON JUBILEE 1840-1915 26-inch saw, nice etch, handle missing 
one nut, very good overall.  

491._____ DISSTON NINETEEN FORTY SPECIAL 26-inch 8-ppi blade, very good 
overall.  

492._____ LAKESIDE (Disston) No. L8 26-inch 5 1/2-ppi blade, thumb-hole handle has 
repair to bottom spur, nice etch, very good overall, very good overall.  

493._____ PENNSYLVANIA SAW CORP. No. A-6 22-inch "Penn State" panel saw, 
nice Wm. Penn etch, very good overall.  

494._____ DIAMOND EDGE NO. DE150 26-inch 7-ppi blade hand saw, nice handle, 
very good etch, fine overall.  

495._____ SIMONDS SAW CO. No. 370 26-inch hand saw, nice apple handle, nice etch, 
very good overall.  

496._____ PENNSYLVANIA SAW WKS PENN CITY 26-inch hand saw, fine etch, 
very good overall.  

497._____ LINCOLN single bit axe by A. TREADWAY & SONS HARDWARE CO. 
DUBUQUE, IOWA, very good overall.  

498._____ FAYETTE R. PLUMB AUTOGRAPH single bit axe head, some light pitting, 
very good overall.  

499._____ PLUMB double bit axe, complete and very good overall.  
500._____ FINE NORVELL'S FAST MAIL ST. LOUIS No. 999, 22-inch 9-ppi hand 

saw with fine etch of a steam locomotive, and fine handle, fine overall.  
501._____ E.C. ATKINS No. 100 flooring saw, fine etch and handle, fine overall.  



502._____ Disston D100 20-inch 12-ppi blade panel saw, fine etch, nice apple handle, 
fine overall.  

503._____ Four iron bench planes for parts or restoration: #4 1/2 TYPE 11 Stanley that 
just needs a lever cap and rosewood tote to complete, very good overall; 
prelateral Stanley #5 with left side broken out, otherwise complete and usable; 
Stanley BAILEY #8C that just needs a lever cap to complete, very good 
overall; and a Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool) KK NO. 8C 24-inch iron jointer that 
just needs a tote to complete, very good.  

504._____ Lot of five transitional planes including two Stanley prelateral #22 smoothers, 
and a #33 jointer that just needs a lever cap, all for parts or restoration.  

505._____ Three lever-type saw sets including one in blue and yellow paint with a partial 
Disston KEYSTONE sticker; and another with name STANLEY cast into top 
in original maroon paint.  

506._____ Lot of 17 assorted wrenches, most are stamped steel; one is a hub-cap type 
that has been bent in half; SARGENT multi wrench with spanner; BINKS 
MFG. CO. 5-32; AETNA 7/8; two or three INDUSTRO from auto tool kits; 
one cast wrench is marked RITTER.  

507._____ Three lever-type saw sets including a Stanley #42, and one by Millers Falls.  
508._____ Lot of four wrenches: two #7 Maytag stamped steel; a M1919/ANM2 

combination wrench with screwdriver for Browning M1919AF .30 aircraft 
machine guns; and a multi wrench marked RICHARDS-WILCOX MFG. CO. 
DOOR HANGERS HARDWARE-SPECIALTIES AURORA, ILL.  

509._____ Five lever-type saw sets: three by Morrill; a TAINTOR No. 7; etc.  
510._____ Five cast farm or implement wrenches: B14; 1AA; M58; N9; and 170, all very 

good.  
511._____ Three lever type saw sets including a heavy-cast iron mystery model.  
512._____ Five multi nut wrenches: four are marked OXWELD and one is 

PRESTOWELD, some light rust, all will clean to very good.  
513._____ Six lever-type saw sets including a Morrill saw punch: Disston; Morrill; 

TAINTOR, etc.  
514._____ Four farm wrenches including a large 2.5-inch open end in green paint; an 

8.5-inch A-P CO; 7.5-inch JAMESWAY embossed on both sides; and a 
stamped steel 9-inch M-H with some original red paint.  

515._____ Four misc. wrenches, three with S-handles one marked 72; and a straight one 
marked 23, all very good.  

516._____ Lot: four large hex-drive sockets 1 1/4, 1 3/8, 1 7/16, and 1 1/2; a hex socket 
with number GU304 cast into handle; and a red 1-inch socket with folding 
handle, complete and fine.  

517._____ Four assorted wrenches: IHC L9 9-inch with round hole and solid handle, 
very good; and three others. Two look like homemade wrenches and one is 
unmarked but factory made.  

518._____ Lot including hold-down for workbench; spring dividers; outside calipers and 
a homemade stump anvil.  

519._____ Homemade drawknife with 9 3/4-inch blade, nicely executed; plus an unusual 
No. 9 brace, very good.  

520._____ D.R. BARTON 8-inch cooper's drawknife, complete and very good.  



521._____ Pair of 10-inch drawknives: PS&W, complete and very good; and one by C.J. 
KIMBALL & SON, (a Bennington, NH maker) very good.  

522._____ StS Siegley 24-inch transitional jointer plane, tote has been wallowed out to 
allow it to be mounted with a shorter screw, otherwise very good.  

523._____ PEXTO folding handle drawknife with fine set of Goodell-Pratt chamfer 
guides.  

524._____ Sargent #3420 transitional fore plane with early horseshoe lateral lever and 
circular Sargent logo on blade, complete and very good.  

525._____ J.S. Cantello folding handle drawknife with handles that fold up to protect the 
edge of the blade, complete and fine.  

526._____ Stanley #0H4 Two-Tone iron smooth plane with blue bed and red cap iron 
and frog, original Two-Tone iron, complete and very good.  

527._____ WILKINSON folding handle drawknife, complete and in fine overall 
condition.  

528._____ Stanley #0H4 Two-Tone iron smooth plane with yellow bed and red cap iron 
and frog, Two-Tone iron, complete and very good.  

529._____ Lot of five iron block planes including three Stanley #110; an adjustable 
Sargent #207; and one that has a Sargent 5306 blade in it.  

530._____ Stanley #39 7/8-inch dado plane, early type with cast head on cap screw, 
model number cast into outside of body, complete and very good.  

531._____ Early Sargent #227 double ended block plane (same as Stanley #130) has 
circular logo blade, needs light cleaning, very good overall.  

532._____ Stanley #39 3/4-inch dado plane, complete and in very good overall condition.  
533._____ Diamond Edge DEX130 double ended block plane (similar to Stanley #130), 

complete and in very good overall condition.  
534._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 FT later model with STANLEY lever cap with 

orange background, complete and in fine overall condition.  
535._____ Stanley #130 double ended block plane, complete and very good. 
536._____ Saw vise that clamps onto a work surface and has a cam operated clamp, fine 

japanning, fine overall.  
537._____ Stanley #113 compass plane, complete and very good overall.  
538._____ Unusual BUCKEYE J.B. FOOTE folding saw vise, some light rust, very good 

overall.  
539._____ Stanley #48 tongue and groove plane with swinging fence, missing one blade, 

very good overall.  
540._____ E.C. STEARNS & CO. PAT. AUG. 22, 1899 iron saw vise mounted to a 

piece of wood that can be clamped into a bench vise for mounting, very good 
overall.  

541._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane, nice BB-logo blade, nice wood, very good overall.  
542._____ Folding iron saw vise by E.C. STEARNS, complete and very good.  
543._____ Stanley #50 light duty plow plane, with three blades and beading stop, very 

good overall.  
544._____ Adjustable iron saw vise with screw clamp so it can be mounted to a bench, a 

little rusty but will clean to very good usable condition.  
545._____ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper with fine STANLEY toothing blade, complete 

and fine overall.  



546._____ Stanley #278 missing both the fence and the depth stop, very good cutter, one 
spur intact and one spur broken, nose can be removed for use as a bullnose.  

547._____ Stanley #191 & 192 rabbet planes. The #192 is fine with V-logo blade and 
nice japanning, it is missing the depth stop; the #191 is complete with depth 
stop, BB-logo blade, has some light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to 
very good overall.  

548._____ UNION #43 iron rabbet plane (same size as Stanley #190), complete with 
original Union blade and depth stop, fine overall.  

549._____ RIVERSIDE TOOL CO. Model #R100B take-down rafter or framing square. 
This one sports two patent dates January 22, 1907 (U.S. #841,666) and AUG. 
18, 1914 (U.S. #1,107,516). RIVERSIDE must have been affiliated with the 
EAGLE SQUARE MFG. CO. EAGLE made the 100B takedown square and 
was eventually bought out by Stanley. Then this square became a Model 
100TD. This one is very good and just needs a light cleaning.  

550._____ Unmarked walking log caliper similar to of not an actual F.M. 
GREENLEAF LITTLETON N.H. model, this one sports an expertly 
reconstructed wheel, very good overall condition.  

551._____ Lot of six assorted saw sets plus a plier-like tool that looks like it would punch 
tin or similar. All the saw sets will need a good cleaning. The mystery model 
in the center has an obviously replaced screw.  

552._____ Six assorted saw sets including an unusual Lester Patent with Diamond Edge 
logo; a TAINTOR'S, LEACH Patent; and unknown make (second from right) 
and a Morrill's Patent.  

553._____ Lot of 22 Russell Jennings wood auger bits, most in good or better usable 
condition.  

554._____ Yankee No. 30A spiral screwdriver in original box with 3 bits, very good 
screwdriver, box has suffered a little moisture staining, box is still good or 
better.  

555._____ Lot of 12 Russell Jennings wood auger bits, all very good overall.  
556._____ Wooden box with sliding lid with 5 square shanked twist drill bits inside, lid 

is chipped at one corner, very good overall.  
557._____ Lot of 14 Russell Jennings wood auger bits, most in very good overall 

condition.  
558._____ Pair of 18-inch adjustable pipe wrenches: on top is a Lawson Mfg. model with 

bent handle, someone must have leaned on it with a long cheater pipe, it has a 
few paint spots, good overall condition; and a KEEN KUTER Stillson-type 
that is complete and very good.  

559._____ Two all-steel monkey wrenches: 18-inch W&B with SANTAFE ROUTE 
(Railroad) markings on top jaw, handle is dented and adjuster screw appears 
bent, needs work; and a 15-inch BEMIS & CALL with bent handle, moderate 
to heavy rust.  

560._____ Pair of 12-inch monkey wrenches: an all-steel W&B with M0 PAC (Missouri 
Pacific Railroad) logo on top jaw, good overall; and a wooden handled 
COES? with light to moderate rust, appears to have been used primarily as a 
hammer.  



561._____ Bemis & Call 16-inch combination pipe and nut wrench with long-sleeve 
adjuster, the wooden handle is cracked, but the rest of the wrench is very 
good; also included is a 13-inch pair of CRESCENT TOOL CO. snips with 
light to moderate rust; and a combination fencing hammer with nail claw and 
plier or wire twister, has moderate to heavy rust.  

562._____ Lot of three 10-inch adjustable pipe wrenches, two have light to moderate 
rust; the TRIMOUNT on the bottom has a nice wooden handle and is very 
good.  

563._____ Lot of seven assorted wrenches including a 14-inch D127 (Sterling), very 
good; two S wrenches one of which looks to be blacksmith made; and two 
FORD automotive lug-type wrenches, both very good.  

564._____ Two 11-inch adjustable auto nut wrenches, both very good.  
565._____ Pair of 10-inch screw adjust wrenches: BONNEY AUTOMOTIVE 

STILLSON, light rust, will clean to very good; and a WESTERN AUTO 
SUPPLY 10-inch Stillson-type pipe wrench, very good overall.  

566._____ Lot of three farm or implement wrenches including an 8.75-inch with a plus 
sign cast into one end and an oval shaped opening in the other end, some 
pitting; an unknown make 10-inch in green paint; and a 9.5-inch with a square 
drain-plug lug cast into one end, some light pitting.  

567._____ Four double opened ended wrenches, one stamped steel, some light rust.  
568._____ Five assorted wrenches including an IHC 1326E, KEN-TOOL TX9 60609 cap 

nut wrench, mystery stamped hub cap wrench, etc.  
569._____ Four assorted wrenches including a BOWDIL 5/8 S TYPE, short handled T-

with square sockets, etc., plus a stove-damper? wrench.  
570._____ Six assorted wrenches including a FORD lug wrench, four double open ended; 

and one S wrench, etc.  
571._____ Lot of five assorted wrenches, the one on top is marked with the 

CM&STPR(CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE, ST. PAUL, & PACIFIC Railroad) 
logo; there also a nice NASH, etc.  

572._____ Lot of 10 open end wrenches including at the top a 509; TAPPET 
ADJUSTING WRENCH SCREW AND NUT; 42596 stamped steel; 
DELAVAL cream separator, missing one pin from the spanner, otherwise 
fine; HINSDALE; WESTLINE; MOSSBERG No. 267, etc.  

573._____ Pair of wrenches: 8-inch TRIMO all-stell screw-adjust pipe wrench, very 
good; and an 8-inch PS&W wood handled monkey wrench, handle cracked, 
otherwise good.  

574._____ Lot of six smaller wrenches inc. 1893; 170; and PLANET JR. 3.  
575._____ Six double opened ended wrenches including a PLOMB 3031.  
576._____ Seven double open end wrenches inc. BILLINGS 1118; BUHL; and a TIRE 

CARRIER WRENCH 678225.  
577._____ Six assorted wrenches: small NAT. CYLD. GAS; AIRCO 110378; 

PRESTOWELD; OXWELD; 15 with offset hex box; and a FORD 01A 
17017B 85, fine.  

578._____ Five Stanley HURWOOD screwdrivers that have been modified by and are 
marked ORD DEPT U.S.A. and are said to have been used to work on 
artillery shells.  



579._____ Lot including a depth stop and several blades for a Stanley #78 plane; several 
block plane blades, a chip breaker for a #3 sized smooth plane; and a worn but 
decent rosewood tote and fine chip breaker for #2 sized smooth plane.  

580._____ Stanley #420 aluminum zig zag rule with SW logo, very good overall.  
581._____ NOS Stanley #1 SW plane blade in with advertising sheet in a wax envelope.  
582._____ Lot including a 4-inch CRESTOLOY wrench; unknown KEEN KUTTER 

tool; line level; and Stanley nail set.  
583._____ Lot of five small screwdrivers including one that would go with early Stanley 

#45 or #55 plane; one a Perfect Handle type; and a little line level.  
584._____ Stanley plane parts including nice removable nose piece for Stanley #141 

Millers Patent plow; throat closing attachment for #71 router plane; two 
cutters and fence for #71 or #71 1/2 router planes.  

585._____ Stanley plane blades: sash cutter for #45 or #55; 1/2-inch blade for #144; a 
3/8-inch blade for ?; a plow blade for a #48 T&G plane; and a 3/8-inch blade 
for #238 weatherstrip plow; all blades are very good to fine.  

586._____ Lot of five totes and six knobs for Stanley bench planes, or knob and one tote 
are rough and likely not usable; the others can all be used as is or restored to 
better condition; also included is a fine DISSTON & SONS scraper blade.  

587._____ Lot of 11 lever caps, 9 are Stanley, one Sargent and one Chaplin's Patent; and 
seven good frogs including one for a #2 sized smoother; plus a broken 
BEDROCK frog.  

588._____ Stanley #31 3-inch level with fine nickel plating, fine overall; and a Stanley 
#87 plastic line level, Stanley began producing these in plastic in 1957, 
complete and very good.  

589._____ Stanley plane parts: guide with proper screw for chamfer spokeshave; small 
lever cap for toy sized block plane; lever cap for #40 1/2 scrub plane; a brass 
locking nut with patent date for the blade adjuster of a #12 or #112, etc.  

590._____ Parts: Single bead blade for Stanley #66 or 72 1/2; two blades for #46 plow; 
two match blades; a NORTON HB14 Hard Arkansas Oilstone IOB, etc.  

591._____ Stanley BEDROCK #6 iron fore plane, this is a TYPE I Bedrock with the 
milled off patent date in the rear of the bed, marked No. 6 on toe, has 
STANLEY R&L CO. BED ROCK lever cap, nice early-style rosewood 
tote and low knob, fine overall.  

592._____ OHIO TOOL CO. #0130 double ended block plane (similar to Stanley #130) 
with 95 percent plus original maroon japanning, nice OHIO TOOL AUBURN 
NEW YORK iron, fine overall. 

593._____ Millers Falls No. 4 ratcheting auger handle, one handle can be unscrewed and 
re-attached to the top of the chuck for work in tight spaces, needs light 
cleaning, very good overall.  

594._____ Unusual BAILEY DEFIANCE No. 9 circular or compass plane, adjuster 
nut marked with AUG 3RD 1875 patent date, chip breaker marked 
DEFIANCE, nice original BAILEY TOOL CO. Woonsocket R.I. battle 
axe blade, complete and in fine overall condition.  

595._____ Millers Falls auger handle, needs cleaning, very good overall.  
596._____ Stanley #9 3/4 Type 3 iron block plane with tail handle, complete with 

proper tail handle, very good overall condition.  



597._____ Unusual block plane with a wooden palm pusher handle, has SHELTON 
CONN. U.S.A. cast in bed, wrinkle black finish, similar to either the Knapp or 
Lawson Mfg. Shelton, CT block planes shown in PTAMPIA Vol. II on the 
bottom of page 306. Very good overall condition.  

598._____ Stanley #103 Type I iron block plane with rosewood knob, complete and very 
good overall.  

599._____ Stanley #12 1/2 cabinet scraper with nice rosewood handle and bottom, very 
good SW logo blade, complete and in fine overall condition. 

600._____ Lot: Two E.C. STEARNS saw vises, one with patent date; and a STEARNS 
flooring jack or clamp. 

 
THE END. 
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